Society: Fill in the blanks activity
Humanists believe that human beings alone are ____________ for making the world a
better place. They believe we need to work for a happier and ____________ world in the
here and now.
We are all human beings with many ____________ needs, interests, and feelings. Many
humanists support human ____________. That means recognising that we are all human
beings first and focussing on what we share, rather than on our differences. This can help
us to see that we should treat people ____________.
Many humanists believe we should promote ____________, fairness, and ____________.
Freedom means we should all be free to choose what we believe and how we live.
Fairness means we should treat everyone equally, regardless of their gender, skin colour,
sexuality, religion or belief, or disabilities. And kindness means we should treat other
people with warmth and respect and try to live together ____________. Many humanists
support ____________. These are international laws that can support people to live
freely and equally.
Many humanists believe we have made significant ____________ towards a fairer and
better world but there is still much work to be done.
freedom

responsible

progress

equally

shared

kindness

solidarity

human rights

fairer

peacefully
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Society: Fill in the blanks activity
Humanists believe that human beings alone are responsible for making the world a better
place. They believe we need to work for a happier and fairer world in the here and now.
We are all human beings with many shared needs, interests, and feelings. Many
humanists support human solidarity. That means recognising that we are all human
beings first and focussing on what we share, rather than on our differences. This can help
us to see that we should treat people equally.
Many humanists believe we should promote freedom, fairness, and kindness. Freedom
means we should all be free to choose what we believe and how we live. Fairness means
we should treat everyone equally, regardless of their gender, skin colour, sexuality,
religion or belief, or disabilities. And kindness means we should treat other people with
warmth and respect and try to live together peacefully. Many humanists support human
rights. These are international laws that can support people to live freely and equally.
Many humanists believe we have made significant progress towards a fairer and better
world but there is still much work to be done.
freedom

responsible

progress

kindness

solidarity

human rights fairer
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equally

shared
peacefully

